The Luxembourg Judo Federation and the Luxembourg Paralympic Committee are pleased to welcome you for their first Paralympic training camp, with the support of the “Oeuvre Nationale de Secours Grande Duchesse Charlotte” (The Grand Duchess Charlotte National Relief Organisation).
The aim is to bring together all the world's Paralympic judo players for a joint training camp before they (those who wish) travel together to the IBSA Grand Prix in Heidelberg, Germany.

1. **Date**
   10 to 14 February 2024

2. **Place**
   Centre sportif d’Coque
   2 rue Léon Hengen, L-1745 Luxembourg
3. **Terms of participation**

Athletes who are members of an ISBA-affiliated association can take part in the training camp. Participation is possible from the age of 15 (judokas born in 2009 and earlier). The training camp is limited to 60 participants.

4. **Contact**

Jérôme Guenzi: +336 45 68 59 93; jerome.guenzi@judo.lu

5. **Before your journey (outside the European Union and the Shengen area)**

Passports must be valid for at least 6 months beyond your arrival date. Check the host country's entry requirements and airline requirements (if applicable). Check if you need a visa and if so, do not hesitate to request a letter of invitation. Each person is responsible for ensuring that they comply with the entry requirements (passport validity, visa, entry authorisation letter) of the host country.

6. **Participation fees and accommodation**

All participants will be accommodated and fed in the d'Coque ***Superior Hotel within the d'Coque training center.
7. **Program**

Arrival of delegations: Saturday, February 10, 2024. Rooms can be occupied between 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.

First training: Sunday, February 11, 2024, 9 a.m

Last training: Wednesday, February 14, 2024, 9 a.m.

Departure to Heidelberg by bus for those who wish: Wednesday, February 14, 2024, 2 p.m

8. **Costs of the training camp**

Thanks to the support of the “Œuvre” relief organization, participants receive a training camp at a reduced price.

**Price per person for the entire training camp (4 nights from February 10th to 14th, 2024):**

- Single room 190 € (all inclusive)
- Double room 130 € (all inclusive)

9. **Booking**

Contact accommodation: [jerome.guenzi@judo.lu](mailto:jerome.guenzi@judo.lu)
10. **Deadlines**

   **Registration of the delegation: January 15, 2024.** After registration you will receive an invoice for payment.

   **Payment: January 18, 2024.**

   **Transportation details: January 22, 2024**

11. **Registration of the delegation, deadline January 15, 2024:**

   Please send the Excel registration form with the green part "Accommodation part" filled out to jerome.guenzi@judo.lu

12. **Transport details, deadline January 22, 2024:**

   Please send the Excel registration form with the completed blue part "Transport part" to jerome.guenzi@judo.lu

13. **Responsibility of associations**

   The athletes are under the responsibility of their association. They should make sure about the guarantees that are covered by the association's insurance. The Luxembourg Judo Federation declines any liability.

14. **Transport**

   Transport will be organized to and from Luxembourg Airport. The organizer does not offer a transport service for other airports.
Departure on 14 February 2024 to Heidelberg / Germany for the Grand Prix with a large bus with all participants who wish to do so (as long as places are available).

15. **Cancellation conditions**
   - Cancellation 30 days before the first overnight stay: full refund
   - Cancellation 15 to 29 days before the first overnight stay: 50% refund.
   - Cancellation less than 15 days before the first overnight stay: no refund

15. **Payment**
   To confirm your registration, please pay before the deadline on 18 January 2024, quoting the following reference:
   "Para-Judo" and the name of your team.

   FLAM, Federation Luxembourgeoise des Arts Martiaux
   IBAN: LU28 1111 0185 5023 0000
   BIC-SWIFT: CCPLLULL
   Post Luxembourg